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esis of amino acid derivatives of
substituted benzimidazoles and pyrazoles as Sirt1
inhibitors†

Nikil Purushotham,‡a Mrityunjay Singh, ‡bc Bugga Paramesha,‡b

Vasantha Kumar, a Sharad Wakode,c Sanjay K. Banerjee,§*b Boja Poojary*a

and Shailendra Asthana *b

Owing to its presence in several biological processes, Sirt1 acts as a potential therapeutic target for many

diseases. Here, we report the structure-based designing and synthesis of two distinct series of novel Sirt1

inhibitors, benzimidazole mono-peptides and amino-acid derived 5-pyrazolyl methylidene rhodanine

carboxylic acid. The compounds were evaluated for in vitro enzyme-based and cell-based Sirt1 inhibition

assay, and cytotoxic-activity in both liver and breast cancer cells. The tryptophan conjugates i.e. 13h

(IC50 ¼ 0.66 mM, DGbind ¼ �1.1 kcal mol�1) and 7d (IC50 ¼ 0.77 mM, DGbind ¼ �4.4 kcal mol�1)

demonstrated the maximum efficacy to inhibit Sirt1. The MD simulation unveiled that electrostatic

complementarity at the substrate-binding-site through a novel motif “SLxVxP(V/F)A” could be a cause of

increased Sirt1 inhibition by 13h and 13l over Sirt2 in cell-based assay, as compared to the control Ex527

and 7d. Finally, this study highlights novel molecules 7d and 13h, along with a new key hot-spot in Sirt1,

which could be used as a starting lead to design more potent and selective sirtuin inhibitors as

a potential anticancer molecule.
Introduction

Epigenetic regulation is a dynamic and reversible process,
which can contribute to a broad range of human diseases that
include metabolic and neurological diseases, inammation and
cancer, etc.1 In the recent past decade, human homologs of
yeast silent information regulators 2 (Sir2), class-III lysine
deacetylases, also called sirtuins that use NAD+ as the co-factor
to catalyze the deacetylation,2 have emerged as targets for
several diseases along with cancer chemotherapy.3,4 A total of
seven Sir2 homologs (Sirt1–7) are found in humans, in which
Sirt1, Sirt6 and Sirt7 are predominantly found in the nucleus,
Sirt2 in the cytoplasm and Sirt3, Sirt4 and Sirt5 in mitochon-
dria.5 All sirtuins have highly conserved NAD-binding, and
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catalytic core domains with distinct N- and C-terminal exten-
sions.6–8 The length of dissimilar N- and C-terminals varies
according to the type of binding partners, and their subcellular
localization.6–8 Among all sirtuins, Sirt1's inhibition has gained
more attention in recent years owing to its role in cancer,3

rheumatoid arthritis,9,10 HIV10,11 and autophagy.12

The role of Sirt1 in cancer begins from the nding that it
deacetylates p53 and E2F1, and nally inhibits the apoptosis via
modulation of their transcriptional activity.13 Indeed, the role of
Sirt1 in cancer is complex and depends on the phases and type
of cancer; for example, in some types of cancers, it promotes
tumorigenesis,14 while in others such as colon cancer, it acts as
a tumor suppressor.14–17 Overexpression of Sirt1 in pancreatic
ductal adenocarcinoma,17 and hepatocellular carcinoma
(HCC)18 was associated with metastasis and chemoresistance.
Though the mechanism is not yet known, more exploration is
underway to nd the role of Sirt1 inhibition in cancer
progression.19,20

Even though sirtuins' biochemistry has been extensively
studied, and several Sirt2 inhibitors (Sirt2 selective) such as
pyridine containing inhibitor (1),21,22 tryptophan-containing
Javamide-II (2),23 2,3-disubstituted benzimidazole-5-
carboxylates (3),24 SirReal (4),25 a compound containing
substituted 2-aminothiazole-carboxamide linked to a pyrimi-
dine moiety, thienopyrimidinones (5),26 carboxamide contain-
ing AEM2 (6)27 and AGK2 (7)28 have been identied and have
been shown to inhibit the growth of cancer cells, relatively few
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 3809–3827 | 3809
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studies have examined the anti-proliferative effect of Sirt1
inhibitors on cancer cells29 (Fig. 1). Moreover, Sirt1 inhibitors
such as 1,2,3,4 tetrahydrocarbazole Ex527 (8, Selisistat),30 pyr-
azole (9),31 sirtinol, cambinol, 4bb32 and MHY2256 (ref. 33) are
also reported to trigger growth arrest, apoptosis or senescence
in tumor cells34–39 (Fig. 1). Recently, some Sirt1 inhibitors are
reported in adjuvant therapy for the treatment of paclitaxel-
resistant human cervical cancer40 and cisplatin-resistant endo-
metrial carcinoma41 and other cancers;42 thus, these ndings
have opened up a new avenue to explore the role of Sirt1
inhibitors as a therapy for the treatment of cancer cells.32,43,44

As a follow-up to our previous studies that observed differ-
ential selectivity patterns of pocket-C and extended pocket-C in
Fig. 1 Representative sirtuin inhibitor structures with their IC50 values. T
pocket-C. The most promising candidates from both the series are dis
represent the core moiety and regions of selectivity, respectively.

3810 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 3809–3827
Sirt1, Sirt2 and Sirt3,45,46 in this study, in addition to pocket-C,
the substrate binding site was taken into account when
designing a Sirt1 inhibitor. Here, we are reporting the
structure-based designing47–50 and synthesis of 1,2-disubsti-
tuted benzimidazole mono-peptides via a one-pot reductive
cyclization method and rhodanine acid conjugated pyrazoles
via Knoevenagel condensation reactions as a Sirt1 inhibitor.
The potent Sirt1 inhibitor Ex527 (6-membered ring) was used
as a control for designing and comparative biological activity.
The binding-pose-metadynamics (bpMD) followed by molec-
ular dynamics (MD) simulations, per-residue energy contri-
bution and thermodynamic proling was performed to
establish the structure–activity-relationship (SAR). The bpMD
he area shown in dark blue lines reflects the ligand's moiety bound at
played in the box. The circles in cyan color and dotted line in black

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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was implemented to predict the most stable binding pose of
synthesized compounds. Furthermore, the Sirt1 inhibitory
potential was investigated in enzyme- and cell-based assay
systems and also correlated with their anti-cancer activity in
two different cell lines. Finally, the electrostatic complemen-
tarity analysis was carried out to unveil the plausible mecha-
nism of selective inhibition of Sirt1 via inhibitors 13d, 13h and
13l.

Results and discussion
Rationale for designing

Accurate prediction of binding-site and binding-mode in
protein is challenging; however, identication of accurate
binding mode inside the binding site is the prerequisite for the
designing of molecules. Since the crystal structure pose of Sirt1
was available with Ex527* (7-membered ring), an analog of
Ex527, it belongs to the same chemical class and has nearly the
same binding affinity and IC50 values (IC50_Ex527 ¼ 0.098 mM,
IC50_4I5 ¼ 0.124 mM); therefore, the protein structure PDB-id
“4ZZI” was selected as a reference for model building, virtual
screening, docking and MD simulation studies.30,51 Initially,
focused docking and Molecular Mechanics-Generalized Born
Surface Area (MM-GBSA) calculations were performed for Ex527
and Ex527*, by using the center of mass of Ex527* as a grid
center to establish the benchmark. It was reported that the
inhibitor binding site in sirtuins is exible and dynamic in
nature;25 therefore, we performed theMD simulations of crystal-
pose (Sirt1-Ex527*) and docked-pose (Sirt1-Ex527) complexes to
get the exact binding modes of Ex527. The overlaid structures
(the average structure extracted from the last 80 ns of total 200
ns MD simulation of each) had shown that both Ex527 and
Ex527* were bound at the same place with a root mean square
deviation (RMSD) of 0.98 Å (Fig. S1A†), nested deep within the
active site, and primarily interacted through pi–pi, hydrophobic
and hydrogen bond interactions (Fig. S1B†). The lowest MM-
GBSA (DGbind) and docking scores among Ex527 and Ex527*
were �60.00 kcal mol�1 and �6.0, respectively (Fig. S1B†).
Therefore, we took these values as a cut-off for the selection of
compounds through virtual screening (VS) and ligand
designing. We have performed VS of our in-house curated
library of 1.0 million e-molecules through the VS workow
module in Maestro 2017-2. Aer applying all lters available
like QikProp, Lipinski's rule, and the reactive functional group,
the VS workow ltered 1562 molecules which have a dock-
score < �10.0 kcal mol�1. Based on docking and MM-GBSA
scores, the top three molecules were picked for further ligand
designing and pocket optimization (Table S1†). The structural
alignment of VS's top three molecules was further explored and
two crucial pieces of information were obtained: rst, the
possibility of ligand expansion, i.e. the ligand further can be
designed by considering three additional pockets D1, D2 and
substrate binding site (pocket-A), along with pocket-C, when
compared to the control Ex527*, and second, the role of the
aromatic moiety for interaction at all the three sites, viz.
substrate binding site, pocket-B and pocket-C (Fig. 2A and
S1B†).
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Moreover, the structural study of Sirt1–3's inhibitors
revealed the importance of the aromatic heterocyclic moiety
for interaction in pocket-C, the region necessary for inhibition
of Sirt1 as reported in the crystal structure 4I5I (Fig. 1). The
residues F273 and Y280 formed an aromatic zone at pocket-C
(Fig. S1B†) and played a signicant role in the stability of
Ex527. Similarly, at pocket-B residue H363, and F414 form an
aromatic cationic patch (Fig. S1B†) that appears to be more
suitable for interaction with heteroaromatic groups such as
pyrazoles and benzimidazole due to their pi–pi and pi–cationic
interactions. Furthermore, these ndings were validated by
the molecule V3 (Fig. 2), in which the pyrazole moiety is
located at pocket-B and forms a good interaction with residue
H363. All of these ndings led us to choose benzimidazole and
pyrazole as the core structures. In continuation of our previous
study on Sirt1–3 where we discussed the amino acid conser-
vation of pocket-C and its role in differential dynamics and
selectivity of Ex527*,45 here in this study we explored regions,
specically substrate binding site along with pocket-C for
Sirt1-inhibitor designing.

Furthermore, in the recent developments in drug design,
strategically conjugating amino acid fragments to bioactive
heterocycles has proved to enhance desirable pharmacolog-
ical features such as low toxicity, high bioavailability, stability
and cell permeability with modest potency due to its
biocompatibility.52 Aer getting this initial information,
a total of twenty-four amino acid–heterocycle conjugates were
designed and synthesized using a combination of different
amino acids on two types of heterocyclic scaffolds, namely
benzimidazole and pyrazole (Fig. 2B). Out of the two series,
series1 consisted of twelve substituted benzimidazole
monopeptides derived from four amino acids viz. alanine,
valine, leucine and tryptophan (Scheme 1 and Table 1),
whereas series2 consisted of twelve substituted pyrazolyl
methylidenes of rhodanine carboxylic acids derived from four
amino acids viz. glycine, alanine, phenylalanine and trypto-
phan (Scheme 2 and Table 2).
Chemistry

The synthetic strategy of novel benzimidazole monopeptides is
depicted in Scheme 1. Initially, ethyl 4-chloro-3-nitrobenzoate
(2) was prepared by esterication of 4-chloro-3-nitrobenzoic
acid (1) in reuxing ethanol with a catalytic amount of sul-
phuric acid. The resulting ester was subjected to nucleophilic
aromatic substitution with cyclohexylamine in THF using trie-
thylamine as the base at room temperature to obtain ethyl 4-
cyclohexylamino-3-nitrobenzoate (3).53 Successively, the benz-
imidazole core was accomplished by sodium dithionite assisted
reductive cyclization of ethyl 4-cyclohexylamino-3-
nitrobenzoate (3) with substituted benzaldehydes in DMSO at
90 �C. The benzimidazole esters (4a–c) were then hydrolyzed to
the corresponding carboxylic acids (5a–c) in reuxing aqueous
sodium hydroxide solution. These benzimidazole carboxylic
acids, when coupled with various amino acid methyl ester
hydrochlorides, in the presence of N-methyl morpholine using
TBTU as the coupling agent in DMF media, furnished ester
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 3809–3827 | 3811



Fig. 2 The rationale for compound designing. (A) The structural alignment of docking poses of top threemolecules of VS (1.0million in-house e-
compounds) with the crystal structure PDB id. 4I5I. (B) The structure of the “chemical-core” identified for designing the ligands of Schemes 1 and
2.
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protected benzimidazole monopeptides (6a–l). These monop-
eptide esters were hydrolyzed to obtain the target benzimid-
azole monopeptides (7a–l) using lithium hydroxide
monohydrate in THF–water mixture at 0 �C.

The synthetic strategy for the rhodanine carboxylic acid
conjugated pyrazoles is depicted in Scheme 2. In order to
synthesize the nal compounds, the two key scaffolds (i) pyr-
azole aldehyde and (ii) rhodanine acids were initially prepared
separately. For the preparation of 3-substituted-1H-pyrazole-4-
carboxaldehydes,54 appropriately substituted acetophenones
(8a–c) were heated with semicarbazide hydrochloride in the
presence of sodium acetate in acetic acid to obtain the corre-
sponding semicarbazones (9a–c). These on cyclization with
phosphorous oxychloride via Vilsmeier–Haack reaction fur-
nished 3-substituted-1H-pyrazole-4-carboxaldehydes (10a–c).55

For the preparation of rhodanine acetic acids (12a–d), suitable
amino acids (11a–d) were initially dissolved in an aqueous
solution of potassium hydroxide and treated with carbon
disulde to obtain the corresponding potassium salt of
dithiocarbamates. These on treatment with potassium chlor-
oacetate, followed by heating with 2 N HCl solution, yielded
the 2-(4-oxo-2-thioxothiazolidin-3-yl)-amino acids (12a–d).56

Finally, the two key scaffolds were clubbed together by means
of Knoevenagel condensation using beta-alanine as the cata-
lyst57 to accomplish the target compounds (13a–l) in good
yield.
3812 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 3809–3827
Biological evaluation

Enzyme-based Sirt1 inhibition study. All compounds (from
Tables 1 and 2) were initially screened for their inhibitory
activity against human-recombinant Sirt1 by an in vitro enzyme-
based assay. We performed the assay at 10.0 mM concentration
using Ex527 as a positive control and DMSO as a negative
control. The uorescently labeled p53-K382 was used as
a substrate to measure human-recombinant Sirt1 activity. At
10.0 mM concentration, Ex527 showed 98% Sirt1 inhibition
(Tables 1 and 2). We found that in series1 a total of 6
compounds, 4 containing “–OMe” (7a, 7b, 7c, and 7d) and 2
containing “F” at R1, show enzyme inhibition >80%, which is
close to Ex527 inhibition. Similarly, in series2 three compounds
containing indole at the “R” position (13d, 13h and 13l) show
inhibition >80%. We have selected all these 9 compounds for
further cell-based studies (Tables 1 and 2).

Cell-based Sirt1 inhibition study. Aer nding the hits from
enzyme-based assay, the cell-based Sirt1 assays were performed
on selected 9 compounds to assess the cellular responses and
inhibition prole of these molecules in biological systems. We
found that four compounds 7d, 13d, 13h and 13l showed an
Sirt1 inhibition ($30%) effect similar to the positive control
Ex527 (33%) (Table 3). Among all the compounds, 13h (48%)
showed exceptionally high activity against Sirt1, and the inhi-
bition activity trend was 13h > 7d > 13d > 13l (Table 3). In
addition, we have also measured the % inhibition of Sirt2 and
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Scheme 1 Synthetic strategy for the benzimidazole monopeptides (7a–l). aReagents and conditions: (a) EtOH, conc. H2SO4 (catalytic), reflux; (b)
cyclohexylamine (2.5 equiv.), TEA (3.0 equiv.), THF, r.t.; (c) substituted benzaldehyde (1 equiv.), Na2S2O4 (3 equiv.), DMSO, 90 �C; (d) NaOH (1.1
equiv.), water, reflux; (e) amino acid methyl ester hydrochloride (1 equiv.), NMM (2.5 equiv.), TBTU (1.25 equiv.), DMF, r.t.; (f) LiOH$H2O (1 equiv.),
water : THF (2 : 1), 0 �C. R*

1 ¼ 4-F, 4-OCH3, 2-Cl-6-F; R
*
2 ¼CH3, CH(CH3)2, CH2–CH(CH3)2, 3-indolylmethyl. * Further for the substitution pattern

see Table 1.
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Sirt3. In the case of inhibition of Sirt2 and Sirt3 (Sirt2–3)
activity, we observed that compounds 13d, 13h, and 13l showed
mild inhibition of 6%, 10% and 9%, respectively, which was
very less than activity inhibition shown by Ex527 (Sirt2–3 inhi-
bition 15%). Similar to Ex527, compound 7d also exhibits Sirt2–
3 inhibition of 19%. Our cell-based study indicated that
compounds 13d, 13h and 13l relative to 7d and control Ex527
were more selective against Sirt1 over Sirt2 and Sirt3.

Concentration-dependent Sirt1-inhibition study. Based on
the cell-based Sirt1 inhibition studies, the active compounds
7d, 13d, 13h and 13l were selected for concentration-dependent
study by using human recombinant Sirt1. The IC50 values were
calculated using the inhibition data obtained from different
concentrations of compounds. The result demonstrated that
compounds 7d, 13d, 13h and 13l have potency comparable to
the positive control (Ex527). Ex527 had an IC50 value of 0.60 �
0.02 mM, whereas compounds 7d, 13d, 13h and 13l had IC50

values of 0.77 � 0.04 mM, 0.71 � 0.03 mM, 0.66 � 0.02 mM and
0.73 � 0.06 mM, respectively (Table 3 and Fig. S2†).

Viability assay on cancer cell lines. To further check the anti-
cancer property of our test compounds, two human cancer cell
lines HepG2 (human liver cancer cell line) and MCF7 (human
breast cancer cell line) were used. To nd out the cytotoxicity
towards cancer cell lines, MTT assay was performed on both
cancer cell lines. In HepG2 cells, Ex527 and compound 7d both
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
exhibited a continuous decrease in cell viability with increasing
inhibitor concentration. Although compound 7d showed
a moderate decrease in cell viability at higher concentrations,
compounds 13h and 13l showed comparably very less decrease
in cell viability among all the tested compounds (Fig. 3A). In
MCF7 cells, 7d similar to the HepG2 cell line showed a contin-
uous and comparatively higher decrease in cell viability with
increasing inhibitor concentration. However, Ex527 and other
test compounds 13d, 13h, and 13l showed no signicant
changes in cell viability (Fig. 3B).

Sirt2 inhibition and cell viability. It was reported earlier that
inhibition of both Sirt1 and Sirt2 together is necessary for cell
death or apoptosis activity, while selective inhibition of Sirt1
only induced cell cycle arrest at the G1-phase but not cell
death.58,59 This indicates that Sirt1 selective inhibition along
with Sirt2 inhibition is essential for cytotoxic activity.60 In the
present study, the data also conrmed the previous ndings.
Our cell-based assay showed that both Ex527 and 7d have Sirt2 +
Sirt3 inhibition of 15% and 20%, respectively at 10.0 mM
concentration (Table 3). As the compound 7d had higher Sirt2
inhibition than the control Ex527, it showed higher cell death in
both types of cancer cell lines, HepG2, and MCF7 (Fig. 3A and
B). The compounds 13d, 13h, and 13l showed mild Sirt2 inhi-
bition of 6.0%, 10.0% and 9.0%, respectively, which was very
less than the activity inhibition showed by Ex527 (15.0%)
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 3809–3827 | 3813



Table 1 Structure of Scheme 1 compounds with their elemental property, docking score, MM-GBSA binding energy and enzyme-based inhi-
bition activity. The biological evaluation of enzyme-based inhibitory activity of test compounds at 10.0 mm concentration was obtained against
recombinant human Sirt1, n ¼ 3, and the results were represented as the mean of three independent experimentsa

Comp. R R1 R2/R3 Mol. mass
Static docking
Sirt1 (kcal mol�1)

IF guided docking Sirt1

% inhibition
at 10 mM Sirt1

Dock score (kcal
mol�1) DGbind (kcal mol�1)

7a –OMe –H 421 �9.23 �6.26 �58.96 88.03

7b –OMe –H 450 �7.98 �7.06 �59.49 88.18

7c –OMe –H 464 �9.15 �6.68 �58.85 86.34

7d –OMe –H 537 �8.81 �6.70 �72.08 89.99

7e –F –H 409 �11.47 �6.51 �54.45 <30

7f –F –H 437 �9.32 �7.40 �54.66 <30

7g –F –H 451 �8.76 �6.08 �58.20 80.82

7h –F –H 525 �8.67 �5.84 �61.60 86.83

7i –H –Cl/F 472 �10.70 �7.08 �49.04 <30

7j –H –Cl/F 486 �9.71 �5.33 �33.49 <30

7k –H –Cl/F 559 �8.49 �5.61 �52.97 <30

7l –H –Cl/F 559 �8.12 �6.61 �56.97 <30

Control Ex527 �7.78 �63.58 97.73

a The italicized rows represent the ligands chosen for further studies.
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(Fig. 3A and B). Since compounds 13d, 13h and 13l were
comparatively more selective towards Sirt1 inhibition, they
showed very less cell death in cell viability (MTT) assays.

Acetylation status of p53. p53 plays an important role in
cancer cell survival and death. The acetylated form of p53 binds
with the DNA and induces the expression of several apoptotic
genes and thus (the acetylated form of p53) acts as a tumor
promoter.61 It was reported that both Sirt1 and Sirt2 inhibition
primarily enhances acetylated C-terminal lysine residue (K382)
of p53 and enables it to bind with DNA, thereby increasing the
transcriptional activity and apoptosis62 of p53. So here we
wanted to check the acetyl-p53 levels in HepG2 cells in the
presence of the selected compounds and positive control. We
found that only 7d increased the Ac-p53 levels in HepG2 cells
comparable to the positive control (Fig. 3C). However, no major
change was reected in the case of compounds 13d, 13h and
13l. This study further conrms that 7d, due to its both Sirt1
3814 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 3809–3827
and Sirt2 inhibition effect, showed higher levels of acetylated
p53 in HepG2 cells.

These assays' outcome helps to decipher that 13d, 13h and
13l standout as a Sirt1 selective molecule in comparison with
Ex527. As compound 7d inhibits Sirt1 along with Sirt2 and
decreased cell viability signicantly higher than 13h and 13d
similar to Ex527, it can be explored further as an anticancer
molecule (Fig. 3). Overall, the biological evaluation studies
suggested that both Sirt1 and Sirt2 inhibition is a prerequisite
property of an anticancer molecule.
Computational studies

Pose correction and binding pose metadynamics. The
induced-t docking with 4.0 Å exibility from the ligand
generated two major orientations for both Schemes 1 and 2
molecules. In the initial orientation (pose1), the amino acid
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Scheme 2 Synthetic strategy for the preparation of pyrazole conjugated rhodanine carboxylic acids (13a–l). aReagents and conditions: (a)
semicarbazide hydrochloride (1.1 equiv.), NaOAc (1.3 equiv.), EtOH, reflux; (b) POCl3 (10 equiv.), DMF, reflux; (c) CS2 (1.2 equiv.), KOH (1 equiv.),
water, r.t.; (d) potassium chloroacetate (1 equiv.), 2 N HCl until pH 2, 90 �C; (e) b-alanine (2 equiv.), AcOH, reflux. R*

1 ¼ 4-OCH3, 4-NO2, 3,5-F2; R
*
2

¼ H, CH3, CH2–C6H5, 3-indolylmethyl. * Further for the substitution pattern see Table 2.
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substitution (AA) is oriented towards the substrate-binding site
(Fig. 4A), while in pose2, which is the topsy-turvy orientation of
pose1, it is oriented deep inside the cavity towards pocket-C
(Fig. 4B). Further to predict the correct binding pose of mole-
cules and to prepare the SAR, we have performed 10 ns of
binding pose metadynamics (bpMD) simulations for the mole-
cules of both the schemes. Here, we presented the results of 7d
only. In the outcome, the bpMD assesses the stability of binding
pose via CompScores, which is a linear combination of Pose-
Score and PersScore. The PoseScore is the ligand's RMSD in
relation to the initial coordinate of ligand heavy atoms. The
overall persistence of contacts (HBs and Pi–Pi) between the
ligand and protein residues is called PresScore.

Higher PersScore values are equivalent to higher ligand
stability. Since pose1 has a higher PoseScore 2.599 this indi-
cated higher ligand displacement in position and orientation
relative to the initial position compared to pose2 (PoseScore ¼
1.903). Furthermore, in pose1, only one HB remained stable
throughout the trajectory, resulting in a lower PersScore of
0.255. In pose2, PresScore 0.482, 4 HBs remained stable for up
to 60% of the simulation time, indicating that 7d was more
stable in pose2 than pose1. Finally, CompScore gives an overall
assessment of the stability of systems through the formula
“CompScore ¼ PoseScore � 5 � PersScore”. The lower the
CompScore the more robust the complex. The results of bpMD
revealed that pose2, with a CompScore of 0.103, was signi-
cantly more stable and accurate than pose1 with a CompScore
of 2.089 (Fig. 4C). Furthermore, in the view of the result of
bpMD, rescoring and guided docking were performed for each
molecule with consideration of protein exibility up to 4.0 Å to
get the most likely orientation of each compound (Fig. S3;†
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
Tables 1 and 2). As reected from Fig. S3,† a total number of 9
molecules (7a, 7b, 7c, 7d, 13d, 13h and 13l) in Sirt1, only one
molecule (7d) in Sirt2 and none of the molecules in Sirt3 cross
the cut-off values. Although the outcomes of docking results
matched well with the results of the biological assays, in cell-
based assay only four molecules 7d, 13d, 13h and 13l showed
good results. Further to investigate this change in the activity
pattern of ligands in cell-based assay and to prepare SAR of
molecules, the MD simulations were performed.

RMSD pattern reects the dynamic stability of the systems.
To rule out the limitations of molecular docking, to understand
the molecular recognition process and the role of solvation in
protein–ligand systems, 200 ns long MD simulations were
carried out for each system (Fig. 5A). Another fact to carry out
the MD simulations is that the binding site of Sirt1 is highly
exible and solvent-exposed; therefore, the static docking
cannot interpret binding affinity and stability more accurately.
The energy minimized apo and complexes of selected
compounds (7d, 13d, 13h and 13l) and the control (Ex527) with
Sirt1 were used for subsequent MD simulations. The RMSD of
each complex was compared with that of the apo protein
(Fig. 5A). All the complexes showed a stable RMSDavg of �2.5 Å,
which was considerably lower than the apo system's RMSDavg

3.5 Å, and control system Sirt1-Ex527's RMSDavg 3.0 Å, indi-
cating that binding of selected compounds had shown a prom-
ising effect on the stability of systems (Fig. 5A).

The average RMSD of complex systems of Sirt1 with
compounds 7d, 13d, 13h and 13l was 2.5 Å, 2.8 Å, 2.1 Å and 2.8
Å, respectively. Since complex 13h was the most stable complex
among all, it had shown the lowest, smooth and unimodal
RMSD distribution. Although complexes 13d and 13l both had
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 3809–3827 | 3815



Table 2 Structure of Scheme 2 compounds with their elemental property, docking score, MM-GBSA binding energy (DGbind) and enzyme-based
inhibition activity. The biological evaluation of enzyme-based inhibitory activity of test compounds at 10 mm concentration was obtained against
recombinant human Sirt1, n ¼ 3, and the results were represented as the mean of three independent experimentsa

Comp. R R1 R2/R3 Mol. mass
Static docking
Sirt1 (kcal mol�1)

IF guided docking Sirt1

% inhibition
at 10 mM Sirt1

Dock score (kcal
mol�1) DGbind (kcal mol�1)

13a –H –OMe –H 375.42 �7.42 �6.54 �47.19 <30
13b –OMe –H 389.44 �7.64 �6.18 �46.74 <30

13c –OMe –H 465.08 �5.81 �7.44 �40.64 <30

13d –OMe –H 504.58 �6.90 �7.26 �63.40 90.64

13e –H –H –F 381.37 �7.50 �6.36 �48.85 <30
13f –H –F 395.40 �7.22 �6.51 �48.22 <30

13g –H –F 471.50 �5.05 �7.42 �52.96 <30

13h –H –F 510.53 �7.88 �7.21 �60.23 89.15

13i –H –NO2 –H 390.39 �7.18 �6.97 �59.30 <30
13j –NO2 –H 404.42 �4.52 �7.70 �53.11 <30

13k –NO2 –H 480.51 �3.68 �6.27 �56.01 <30

13l –NO2 –H 519.55 �5.50 �7.09 �70.88 89.64

Control Ex527 �7.78 �63.58 97.73

a The italicized rows represent the ligands chosen for further studies.
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nearly the same average RMSD, which was highest among
complex systems (7d, 13d, 13h, and 13l), the ligand RMSD
distribution plot for 13l was bimodal, while that of 13d is
unimodal. The bimodal RMSD distribution showed higher
uctuation than unimodal and since complex 13l instability
increased aer 100 ns from 2.5 Å to 3.0 Å, 13d was found to be
more stable. In cell-based assay the biological inhibitory activity
pattern was 13h > 7d > 13d > 13l, that agrees well with MD
outcomes (Fig. 5A, MD stability, 13h > Ex527 � 7d > 13d > 13l).

Binding of compounds perturbed the dynamic uctuations.
To identify the regions in protein Sirt1 which had gained
stability in the complexes, we have performed root-mean-
square-uctuation (RMSF) analysis. The average backbone
RMSF value and differences in RMSF (DRMSF) for complex
system Ex527 and 7d relative to the apo-system are quantied
(Fig. 5B). The regions 260–310 that belonged to pocket-C indi-
cated a signicant drop in RMSF in both the complex systems,
Ex527 and 7d, compared to the apo. Similarly, another region
410–460 which belongs to the substrate-binding site also
3816 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 3809–3827
reected a substantial decrease in RMSF, in both the
complexes. Since 7d has shown a considerable RMSF drop in
both the regions 260–310 and 410–460 compared to Ex527
(control), these regions were considered for further analysis.
Finally, the pocket-C and substrate binding sites were selected
as two hot-spots for protein–ligand interaction studies. The
region belonging to pocket-C was called hot-spot1, while the
region belonging to the substrate-binding region was denoted
as hot-spot2 in this study (Fig. 5B).

Per-residue energy decomposition revealed key residues of
the binding sites. The binding free energy calculations of Sirt1's
complexes Ex527, 7d and 13h were used to investigate the
essential residues involved in the interaction (Table 4 and
Fig. 5C). Both Molecular Mechanics/Poisson–Boltzmann
Surface Area (MM-PBSA) and Molecular Mechanics/Generalized
Born Surface Area (MM-GBSA) are the endpoint free energy
techniques and most commonly used to calculate the binding
free-energy. MM-PBSA computes the electrostatic contribution
to free energy using the Poisson–Boltzmann equation; MM-
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Table 3 Determination of cell-based inhibitory activity and IC50 of test
compounds and control. The cell-based inhibitory activity was esti-
mated at 10 mM concentration in HepG2 cells against Sirt1 and; Sirt2
and Sirt3. IC50 values are calculated by enzyme inhibition assay using
human recombinant Sirt1, n ¼ 3, and the results were represented as
the mean of 3 independent experimentsa

Comp.

% Inhibition

Sirt1 IC50 (mM)Sirt1 Sirt2 + Sirt3

7a <1 nd nd
7b <1 nd nd
7c 3.24 � 0.27 5.21 � 0.78 nd
7d 38.33 � 0.37 19.89 � 0.89 0.77 � 0.04
7g <1 nd nd
7h <1 nd nd
13d 36.34 � 0.99 6.04 � 0.91 0.71 � 0.03
13h 48.54 � 0.91 9.53 � 0.65 0.66 � 0.02
13l 30.06 � 0.23 9.47 � 0.92 0.73 � 0.06
Ex527b 33.33 � 0.64 15.21 � 0.99 0.60 � 0.02

a The italicized rows show compounds with the highest Sirt1 inhibition.
nd ¼ not determined. b Biological assay control or standard compound
i.e. Ex527.
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GBSA employs the generalized Born approximation, which is an
approximate and quicker treatment of the Poisson–Boltzmann
equation. Furthermore, MM-PBSA exhaustively calculates polar
solvation terms by solving Poisson–Boltzmann equation (PBE)
numerically using a nite-difference (FD) solution/PB solution.
The explicit solvent of the MD system is substituted by the
implicit PB solution in the MM-PBSA computation, and then for
each conformation change in the molecule, a new PBE is
calculated. Because it solvates the system in PB solution and
calculates PBE for each conformational change, it takes more
computational time and is more accurate in calculating the
absolute binding free energy of the ligand, than MM-GBSA.63,64
Fig. 3 In vitro evaluation of computationally promising compounds. (A an
different concentrations. (A) Effect of test compounds on HepG2 cell viab
results were represented as themean of 3 independent experiments. (C) Im
protein levels of Ac-p53 in HepG2 cells.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
However, in the GB model, which is a quicker approximation of
the PBE, each atom is considered as a charged sphere and the
approximate energy of polar solvation is calculated by deter-
mining each atom's Born radius (degree of de-screening by
other atoms).64

Docking is a static technique in which the ligand was directly
docked over the protein without considering the solvation
pattern. Furthermore, the prime tool of Schrodinger calculated
binding energy only through the MM-GBSA protocol. We
initially ltered our molecules solely based on the docking and
MM-GBSA scores provided by the Schrodinger prime tools.
However, to obtain absolute affinity andmore conclusive results
of ltered compounds, the MM-PBSA calculation was carried
out with real-time MD simulations.

The total MM-PBSA binding free energies (DGbind_pbsa) for
Ex527, 7d and 13h were �4.86 kcal mol�1, �1.10 kcal mol�1

and �4.43 kcal mol�1, respectively (Table 4). The outcomes of
DGbind_pbsa clearly followed the trends of IC50 values. The per-
residue energy decomposition claimed that in Ex527, a total of
11 residues (S265, I270, F273, I279, F297, I316, N346, I347,
D348 and I411, F414) reected major contribution in binding
free energies (DGpbsa # �0.5 kcal mol�1), and among them,
I347, N346 and D348 contributed highest (Fig. 5C). However,
in the case of compounds 7d and 13h, around 15 residues
showed major contribution to binding free energy (DGpbsa #

�0.5 kcal mol�1) (Fig. 5C). In 7d, residues A262, F273, R274,
D292, Q294, F297, Q345, I347, E351, H363, V412, F414, L418,
V445 and R446 reected major contribution in binding free
energy and among them, F273, H363 from pockets-B and -C,
and L418 and R446 from hot-spot2 contributed highest
(Fig. 5C). Similarly, in the case of 13h, residues A262, F273,
R274, F297, Q345, I347, H363, I411, V412, F413, F414, L418,
K444, V445 and R446 showed major contribution and among
them, F297, I347, H363 form pockets-B and -C and V412, F413
d B) The % viability of cancer cells in the presence of test compounds at
ility. (B) Effect of test compounds on MCF7 cell viability, n ¼ 3, and the
mune blotting shows the effect of control and test compounds on the
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Fig. 4 Binding pose metadynamics to identify the most stable orientation. (A) Pose1 of 7d (initial pose). (B) Pose2 of 7d (IFD-pose). (C) The
average RMSD of 7d during the 10 � 10 ns metadynamics runs in pose1 (orange line) and pose2 (blue line).
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and F414 from substrate binding site contributed highest
(Fig. 5C).

We observed that in Ex527 all 10 residues that played a key
role in interaction belong to pockets-B and -C only and no
interaction was observed with residues at the substrate binding
site except F414, while in the cases of 7d, 13d, 13h and 13l both,
the residues from all three sites, pockets-B and -C and substrate
binding sites, played a major role in stability (Fig. 6A). Further
to validate the outcomes of energy decomposition, we also
performed interaction fraction analysis of whole 200 ns MD
simulation (Fig. 6B). The results of residue-wise interaction
analysis revealed that, while 7d and 13h had the most interac-
tion at the NAD+ and pocket-C sites, 13h hadmore interaction at
the substrate site.
Establishment of structure–activity relationship (SAR)

Structural study of complex Sirt1-Ex527. As reported by
Mellini P. et al.65 and others, the catalytic groove was well-
differentiated into three sub-pockets, pockets A (substrate-
binding site), B (NAD+-binding site/I-shaped) and C (NAM
binding-pocket)22,65 (Fig. S1A†). In terms of key residues, we
identied that the area around the residue F414 is denoted as
pocket A and interacts with the acetylated lysine of the
substrate; the region below the residue R274 is denoted as
pocket B and co-factor NAD/ADPR bind in this pocket; the
region beneath the residue F273 is denoted as pocket C, also
called NAM-binding pocket, and it is critical for deacetylase
activity25,51 (Fig. S1B†).

As reected from the 2d interaction graph in Fig. S4,† the
inhibitors Ex527 (docked complex) and Ex527-analogue
(Ex527*, co-crystal, PDB id: 4I5I) both bind into the pocket-C
3818 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 3809–3827
and share high conservity in the interaction pattern. The
pocket-C is made up of two types of residues hydrophobic and
polar. The residues F273, Y280, and I347 cover it from the front-
and side-faces and are involved in pi–pi, pi–cation and hydro-
phobic interactions. The residues Q345, N346 and D348 form
the base of pocket-C and establish the polar electrostatic
interactions (Fig. S1B†). Both types of interactions appeared to
be necessary for the inhibitory activity of Ex527, as reected
from the per-residue energy decomposition and residue inter-
action fraction analysis graph (Fig. 5C and S5†). The residue
interaction fraction analysis graph revealed that three key
residues F273, I347 and D348 are crucial for interaction with
Ex527* at pocket-C, and maintained the interaction for 75%,
100% and 125% of total simulation time, respectively (Fig. S5,†
stable MD pose).

Structure–activity relationship of both series of compounds.
We found that among all synthesized compounds only 7d,
13d, 13h and 13l, which had 1H-indole substitution at the –R2

position, showed good results in the cell-based assay in
HepG2 cells (Table 3). As shown in the 3D interaction map in
Fig. 6A, the indole moiety of compounds 7d, 13d, 13h and 13l
localized at the pocket-C site and established the interaction
similar to Ex527, except residue D348. From the interaction
map, it was found that the binding of polar and aromatic
groups like the –indole moiety at pocket-C seems to be
necessary for the inhibitory activity of the compounds. The
MD simulations also revealed that some residues at substrate
binding site/hot-spot2 are also crucial as they contribute
signicantly in the stability of compounds and lower down
the net RMSF in complex 7d compared to the control Ex527
and apo (Fig. 5B).
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 Molecular dynamics simulations reflect the significant changes in ligand behavioral patterns. (A and B) MD trajectory analysis of apo Sirt1
and protein–ligand complexes of 7d, 13d, 13h and 13l. (A) The root mean square deviation (RMSD) of protein (all backbone atoms) and ligand in
coordinates as a function of the simulation time. (B) The root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) and DRMSF of C-alpha atoms of MD systems, Sirt1-
apo, Sirt1-Ex527* and Sirt1-7d. (C) Per-residue energy decomposition of Ex527*, 7d and 13d. The residue which reflected the major contribution
in binding free energies (DGpbsa # �0.5 kcal mol�1) is shown in the graphs. The region highlighted with yellow color background belongs to the
substrate-binding site.
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The results of per-residue energy decomposition and
interaction fraction analysis matched well with the outcome
of RMSF, and revealed that 7d, 13d, 13h and 13l have an
additional interaction zone, the substrate site (pocket-A, hot-
spot2) when compared to Ex527. We observed that at the
substrate site most of the interactions are electrostatic (HBs,
water bridges and ionic) and dominate the overall interaction
contribution in 13d and 13l. As shown in Fig. 5B and 6A, the
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
substrate-binding site residues (412–419 and 442–449)
formed hot-spot2. The aromatic residues at hot-spot2, F413
and F414 formed pi–pi or pi–cation interactions with the
benzimidazole moiety of 7d and pyrazole and rhodanine
moiety of 13d, 13h and 13l; residues L418 and V445 formed
hydrophobic contact with the R1 substituted phenyl moiety,
and the small substitution of 4-OMe/4-NO2/2-Cl-6-F at the R1-
position was found to be good for the stability of compounds
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 3809–3827 | 3819



Table 4 The Poisson–Boltzmann (PB) binding free energy (DGbind_pbsa) of Sirt1 complexed with inhibitors Ex527, 7d and 13h. In all the results
energy (kcal mol�1) was represented as mean � SE

Energy component

Average energy in kcal mol�1

Ex527 7d 13h

DEint 0 0 0
DEvdW �31.31 � 0.33 �54.88 � 0.58 �43.77 � 0.42
DEele �22.13 � 0.51 �86.63 � 1.30 �82.11 � 1.20
DEpb_solv 32.76 � 0.47 119.88 � 1.58 102.44 � 1.08
DEnp_solv �2.97 � 0.01 �5.96 � 0.03 �4.49 � 0.02
DGgas �53.65 �141.51 � 1.55 �125.88 � 1.30
DGsolv �29.79 � 0.47 113.91 � 1.56 97.95 � 1.07
DH �23.66 � 0.37 �27.60 � 0.78 �27.93 � 0.67
T � DS �18.80 � 0.85 �26.70 � 0.92 �23.50 � 2.36
DGbind_pbsa (kcal mol�1) �4.86 �1.10 �4.43
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and formed polar, water bridge, or direct HB contact with
basic residues K444 and R446 (Fig. 6B). In addition, the study
of the interaction fraction (Fig. 6B) showed that compounds
13d, 13h and 13l experienced unusually higher polar, ionic
and water–bridge interactions at the hot-spot2 compared to
7d, which may be an explanation for comparatively higher
Sirt1 selectivity of 13d, 13h and 13l. Moreover, Fig. 6A re-
ected that in all three 13d, 13h and 13l, residues R274 and
Y280 formed either direct HB or water bridge contact with the
carboxylic acid moiety at pocket-B, which was missing in the
case of 7d due to structural orientation, which could be
a reason for the higher affinity of 13d, 13h and 13l. These
observations are consistent with the Sirt1 selectivity pattern of
compounds of the pyrazole group viz. 13h and benzimidazole
group 7d in biological assay.

The structural analysis of docked complexes of 7d, 13d, 13h
and 13l reected that in both benzimidazole and pyrazole
classes of compounds, the –R1 substitution localized toward
the substrate-binding site and the substitution –R2 is
protruded towards the pocket-C (Fig. 6). Similarly, when we
superimposed the best docked poses of all the compounds of
the benzimidazole monopeptide class (Table 1), which had 4-
OMe at –R1 substitution, with complex 7d, we found that the
polar aromatic indole moiety which appeared to be crucial for
the interaction was missing in other compounds (Fig. S6A†),
which could be a possible reason for the loss of their inhibitory
activity. Similarly, as shown in Table 1 three compounds 7d,
7h and 7l from the benzimidazole class had an indole group at
the –R2 position that was required for the inhibition of Sirt1
biological activity as predicted above, but among them, only
7d was found to be active in cell-based assay (Table 3). We
observed that compounds 7d, 7h and 7l only differ in substi-
tution at the R1 position (Fig. S6B† and Table 1), and
compound 7d which had 4-OMe at the R1 position showed
good inhibition of Sirt1 catalytic activity. In the case of
compound 7l, R1 substitution was “2-Cl”, which was at the
ortho position, and –Cl substitution at the ortho position
formed steric clash with residue L418 and decreased the
stability of the compound, revealed in MD analysis (Fig. S6B
and C†). Similarly, in the case of compounds 7h the –R1
3820 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 3809–3827
substitution was 4-F (Fig. S6B†). During MD simulation, it was
found that compound 7h was comparatively less stable than
7d (Fig. S6C†). Interestingly, as shown in Fig. 6 the upper
hydrophobic groove which is exible and made by residues
V412 to P419 makes a exible groove in which the phenyl
moiety of 7d was trapped completely, providing the gain in
binding affinity. This groove is a narrow hydrophobic pocket,
which could be an area of future exploration to nd additional
classes of selective Sirt1 inhibitors. Also, the compounds 13h
and 13d gain additional interaction in the form of stable HBs,
water bridges, or polar contacts with basic residues K444 and
R446 (Fig. 6), which appears to be a peculiar selectivity feature
as K444 and R446 are present in Sirt1 only (in place of K/R it is
Q/E in Sirt2, respectively). In addition, while compounds 7d,
13d, 13h and 13l explored additional interactions at the Sirt1
substrate-binding site, one primary interaction with residue
D348 was missing unlike Ex527*, and any substitution at
pocket-C with a group like polar basic amine may further
enhance the potency of the molecule along with Sirt1 selec-
tivity which can be explored in the future.
Possible mechanism of selectivity

The electrostatic interactions play a critical role in ligand
binding, as protein has a specic electrostatic environment that
the ligand needs for binding. We compared the Sirt1–3 binding
sites in terms of electrostatic surface potential (ESP), as the ESP
is an important key factor at the region of substrate binding site
and played a key role in the Sirt1 selectivity and binding of 7d
(Fig. 7). As shown in Fig. 7C and D, the ESP of 7d is comple-
mentarity to the ESP of the binding site and it favors the
binding of 7d with Sirt1. Furthermore, at the substrate-binding
site, we observed that the residues 442–449 (Sirt1) have positive
ESP (in blue), while residues 263–270 (Sirt2) and 321–328 (Sirt3)
have negative ESP (in red). Since ligands 7d, 13d, 13h and 13l
have negative electrostatic potential near the substrate binding
site, the ESP of the protein–ligand complex system in Sirt1 re-
ected complete ESP complementarity that is favorable for
binding (Fig. 7E), while contradictory, unfavorable ESP was
observed in the case of Sirt2 (Fig. 7F) and Sirt3 (Fig. 7G) which
repel each other and is possibly a root cause of decreased
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 6 The residue interaction analysis of ligands 7d, 13d, 13h and 13l. (A) The interaction map of 7d, 13d, 13h, and 13l. The ligands 7d, 13d, 13h
and 13l are shown in “stick” representation in color-type “element” with “C” in fluorescent cyan. The key residue within 3.5 Å cutoff from ligands
are highlighted in color-type “element” with “C” in pink color. The C-alpha atom and side chain are shown in “sphere” and “stick” representation,
respectively. Backbone atoms are shown for only those residues which are involved in HB interaction. Backbone atoms are shown in stick
representation. Water (oxygen atom) within 2.5 Å from the ligand is shown in sphere representation in red color. HBs are shownwith a dotted line
and green color. (B) The residue interaction fraction analysis of complex systems, control (Sirt1-Ex527*), 7d (Sirt1-7d), 13d (Sirt1-13d), 13h (Sirt1-
13h) and 13l (Sirt1-13l) throughout 200 ns MD simulation. The dotted line represents a cut-off value of 0.5, which indicated that the specific
interaction is maintained $50% of the total simulation time.
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affinity of 7d, 13d, 13h and 13l in Sirt2 and Sirt3. We observed
that the lower panel of substrate binding sites among Sirt1–3
has a binding motif “SLxVxP(V/F)A”, and the variable residues
(x) in Sirt1 are K444 and R446 and have shown substantial
interaction with compounds (Fig. 7A and B). Since both the
residues K444 and R446 are basic and have positive ESP, they
serve as a selectivity hot-spot for interaction with compounds. In
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
the cases of Sirt2 and Sirt3, the counterpart residues are gluta-
mine (Q265 and Q267) and glutamic acid (E321 and E325),
respectively, which make ESP negative (Fig. 7). This remarkable
difference in ESP behavior at the substrate binding site in Sirt1–
3 reected that the compounds with negative ESP at the
substrate binding site can be more Sirt1 selective.
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 3809–3827 | 3821



Fig. 7 Selectivity at the substrate binding site explored at the sequence and structural level. (A) The sequence alignment of Sirt1, Sirt2 and Sirt3
PDB id. 4I5I, 4RMG and 4JSR, respectively. The region highlighted in cyan and deep cyan color represents the substrate-binding site. (B) The
enlarged view of the sequence alignment of lower panel of substrate binding zone of Sirt1–3 (green color box). The arrow sign marked the
residues K444 and R446 that played a key role in Sirt1 selectivity of 7d via polar electrostatic interaction. (C and D) Electrostatic surface view of
ligand 7d (C) and Sirt1 binding cavity (D). (E–G) The electrostatic surface potential (ESP) complementarity analysis of 7dwith Sirt1 (E), Sirt2 (F) and
Sirt3 (G). Protein is shown in the solid surface, while 7d is shown in the mesh surface. The blue and red color surface represents positive and
negative potential, respectively. The region highlighted with a green dotted circle highlights the selectivity zone at the substrate-binding site.
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Conclusion

In summary, from virtual screening (1.0 million in-house e-
compounds) and structure-based approaches, two series of
novel compounds were designed, synthesized and evaluated in
enzyme- and cell-based assays. The bpMD, MD simulations,
MM-GBSA and MM-PBSA were conducted to explore Sirt1's
structural dynamics and develop comprehensive molecular
SAR. The IFD docking and MM-GBSA calculations of the
compounds along with in vitro enzymatic and cell-based assays
revealed that the tryptophan conjugates of both the scaffolds
were potent and selective in inhibiting Sirt1 enzyme over the
3822 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 3809–3827
rest of the homologs at micromolar potency, comparable to the
known inhibitor, Ex527. The residue interaction fraction anal-
ysis and MM-PBSA studies illustrated the need for the
compounds to possess an aromatic moiety with the attached
polar group that can interact with pocket-C to exhibit inhibitory
action; another aromatic ring at the substrate-binding site with
small substitutions such as methoxy, nitro, or di-uoro on the
phenyl ring can further improve the stability and selectivity of
the enzyme–inhibitor complex. The HB interaction with D348
appeared promising at pocket-C interaction and any substitu-
tion with polar basic amine like groups at pocket-C may further
enhance the potency of the molecule which can be explored in
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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the future. This study also highlighted the importance of IFD
and binding pose metadynamics in the designing of ligands for
the exible and solvent-exposed binding site over conventional
docking. We also explore the possible mechanism of improved
Sirt1 selectivity. We found that the improved Sirt1 selectivity of
our compounds is due to the presence of strong electrostatic
interactions with the two basic residues K444 and R446 of the
“SLxVxP(V/F)A” motif at the lower cle of the substrate binding
site, which favors the interactions with electronegative atoms
like –O and –F via formation of multiple hydrogen bonds, water
bridge and polar contacts. Finally, the experimental validation
via in vitro enzyme- and cell-based assays conrmed that 7d,
13d, 13h, and 13l compounds were effective to inhibit Sirt1
similar to Ex527. In a nutshell, this study illustrated the role of
substrate binding sites and electrostatic complementarity in
Sirt1–3 and will pave the way for designing of more potent and
Sirt1–3 specic inhibitors in future.
Experimental section
Chemistry

All precursor chemicals and solvents were procured from
Spectrochem Pvt. Ltd (India) and Sigma-Aldrich (India) via
commercial vendors in suitable grades and used without
further purication. The reactions were conducted with a guard
tube containing calcium chloride attached to the reaction ask.
The open capillary method was used to determine the uncor-
rected melting points. A Shimadzu FT-IR 157 spectrometer was
used to record the IR spectra. A Bruker Advance II – 400 spec-
trometer was used to record NMR spectra at 400 MHz for 1H and
at 100 MHz for 13C nuclei respectively. Tetramethylsilane (TMS)
served as an internal standard. The values of coupling constants
(J) and the chemical shis (d) are expressed in Hertz and parts
per million (ppm) respectively. An Agilent Technology LC-mass
spectrometer with ESI ionization was used to record the mass
spectra. Elemental analysis was conducted in a CHNS Ele-
mentar Vario EL III. Thin-layer chromatography (TLC) was
carried out on a silica-coated aluminum sheet (silica gel 60F254)
to monitor the reaction progress and purity of the compounds
using ethyl acetate and hexane solvent systems as the mobile
phase and visualized under UV light at 254 nm. Column chro-
matography was performed with 60–120mesh silica gel. Further
for the detailed information please see the ESI le (page no. S10
to S27†).
Biological evaluation

Evaluation of Sirt1 enzyme–inhibition activity. The Sirt1–3
inhibition activity of control and test compounds was evaluated
by recombinant human Sirt1 using kits from Enzo-Life Sciences
(cat: BML-AK55) at a concentration of 10 mM. The assay was
performed according to the manufacturer's protocol. Aer
taking the initial uorescence value at 360/460 nm excitation/
emission wavelength, the sample mixture was incubated at
37 �C for 30 minutes. Aer completion of the incubation period,
a developing solution was added to the reaction mixture and
uorescence was observed at 360/460 nm excitation/emission
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
wavelength. Finally, the percentage inhibition of Sirt1 was
calculated.

Evaluation of Sirt1 and Sirt2/Sirt3 inhibition activity in
HepG2 cells. HepG2 cells were obtained from ATCC and
maintained in DMEM with 10% FBS and 1 mg mL�1 pen–strep
antibiotic at 37 �C and 5% CO2 and 95% O2. To evaluate the
Sirt1 and Sirt2 activity, cells were treated with control and test
compounds at a concentration of 10 mM for 6 h. Aer 6 h, the
cells were washed with PBS, and lysed with lysis buffer and the
Sirt1 and Sirt2 activity was measured using the cell lysate as per
the manufacturer protocol. As the kit uses the same substrate
for Sirt2 and Sirt3 activity, we considered this inhibition as
a joint inhibition of both Sirt2 and Sirt3.

Determination of IC50 value of Sirt1 activity. Different
concentrations (ranging from 50 nm to 1000 nm) of test and
standard compounds were incubated with human recombinant
Sirt1 protein and with the substrate (Flour-delys-Sirt1) in the
presence of NAD+ as recommended by the manufacturer kit
(Enzo Life Sciences cat. no. BML-AK55). Initial uorescence was
taken at 360/460 nm excitation/emission wavelength before
incubating the sample at 37 �C for 30 minutes. Developing
solution was added to the reactionmixture and the uorescence
was observed at 360/460 nm excitation/emission wavelength.
Percentage inhibition of Sirt1 was calculated, the concentra-
tion–response curve was plotted and IC50 was determined.

Western blotting for measuring acetylated p53. HepG2
human liver cancer cells (ATCC) were grown under standard
conditions. Cells were treated with the positive control and test
compounds at a concentration of 25 mM for 48 h. Cells were
lysed and protein samples were prepared with RIPA buffer.
Western blots were carried out to determine the levels of acet-
ylated p53 in control and test compound treated cells. Primary
antibody for acetylated-p53 (Abcam cat. no. ab61241), b-actin
(cat. no. 4967), and HRP-conjugated anti-rabbit IgG antibody
(Cell signaling, cat. no. 7074) secondary antibody were used at
dilutions recommended by the manufacturer.

Cell viability assays. Cell lines (HepG2 and MCF7) were ob-
tained from ATCC and were grown under standard conditions.
To perform cell viability assays, cells were seeded into 96-well
plates and treated with test compounds and DMSO (nal DMSO
concentration was maintained below 0.25% of the total media
volume). Cells were incubated with test compounds at different
concentrations (1, 10, 100, 200, 300, and 400 mM, or DMSO
control) for 24 h, then cells were incubated with 10 mL of 2 mg
mL�1 MTT (Merck Millipore, cat no. 475989) solution in PBS for
about 2 to 3 h, then MTT solution was aspirated from the plate
and 50 mL of DMSO was added to each well and plates were kept
on a rocking shaker for 30 min, absorbance was taken at
570 nm, and % viability was determined. Assays were carried
out in triplicate and reported values are averages of two inde-
pendent experiments.
In silico computational methods

The overall computational protocol implemented in this anal-
ysis is demonstrated in Fig. S7.† All calculations were per-
formed, on a Linux Centos 7.0 based workstation (RAM 132 GB,
RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 3809–3827 | 3823
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CPU-core 8, GPU-card 1 GTX1080) and Linux Centos 6.9 based
server (RAM 64 GB, CPU(S) 64, GPU(S) 2 Tesla-P100), by using
the Maestro release 2017–2 graphical user interface (GUI) of the
Schrodinger soware suite,66 VMD 1.9.3,67 ChemDraw Profes-
sional 15.1.68 Desmond3.7 (ref. 69) and Amber 2016.70

Ligand preparation. All Ligands were drawn using Chem-
Draw Professional 15.1, and then, LigPrep (LigPrep, Maestro
11.2.014, Schrödinger LLC) with the OPLS3 (ref. 71) force eld
was used to build ligands, and generate stereoisomers and
tautomers. Further, ligands were desalted and protonated at pH
7.0 � 2.0 through the tool Epik72 module. For other parameters,
the default values were assigned. QikProp, Lipinski's rule of ve
and reactive functional group screening were performed to
check the drug-likeness of ligands.72 A ligand library of a total of
540 lowest energy conformations was generated from these 24
designed compounds.

Cheminformatic analysis. Molecular weight and clog P for
all compounds were calculated using ChemDraw.

Selection of structures and molecular modeling. Presently,
two X-ray crystal structures are available for the Sirt1–inhibitor
complex in the Protein Data Bank (PDB), and their PDB id's are
4I5I and 4ZZI. Both structures were imported and prepared in
Maestro, and further enrichment calculation was performed to
select the best structure for the docking studies. A total of 1000
decoy molecules and, three actives (reported inhibitor) Ex527,
Ex527-analog (PDB id 4I5I) and ELT-inhibitor (PDB id 4ZZI)
were used to calculate the enrichment and receiver operating
characteristics (ROC). Since 4ZZI reected a higher ROC value of
0.33 compared to the 0.22 of 4I5I, we consider the protein
structure from 4ZZI for further studies. Finally, molecular
modeling was performed to get the nal protein–ligand
complex for further study.73

Protein preparation and grid generation. Structures were
prepared through the Protein Preparation Wizard Workow,
Maestro module of Schrödinger soware. Protein Preparation
Wizard Workow performed the basic preparation tasks, like
proper assignment of bonds, addition of hydrogen, creation of
zero-order bonds to metals, disulde bond creation, and dele-
tion of water molecules beyond 5 Å from the het group, in a step
by step way. Aer protein preparation, water sampling and basic
restrain minimization that allows only hydrogen atoms to be
freely minimized were performed by using force eld OPLS3e.74

Subsequently, with the help of Glide (Glide, Maestro
11.2.014, Schrödinger LLC), receptor grids of these complexes
were generated. A virtual grid box of volume 20 � 20 � 20 Å
region in space centered at the original ligand of the complex
structures was considered, generating a receptor grid. For the
other parameters, the default values were assigned.75

Virtual screening. VS was performed through virtual screen
workow wizard inbuilt in the Glide module of Schrodinger.
The scaling factor and partial charge cutoff were set to default,
0.80 and 0.15, respectively. VS was performed in a total of four
steps, high throughput virtual screening (HTVS), standard
precision (SP) and extra precision (XP), and then post process-
ing with primeMM-GBSA. Aer each step, HTVS, SP and XP only
best 10% of compounds retain, and in the last only best scoring
3824 | RSC Adv., 2022, 12, 3809–3827
molecule of XP step forwarded for post-processing with prime
MM-GBSA.

Selection of docking model and docking. Docking was per-
formed with Glide in XP mode at a pre-dened grid with exible
ligand sampling and epic state penalties and other parameters
were set to default.

Binding pose metadynamics for pose correction. To nd the
correct binding pose of ligands at the binding pocket, we have
run a series of metadynamics MD simulations for “10 ns” on
each set of a docked protein–ligand complex. bpMD was per-
formed through Desmond metadynamics MD simulation using
the force eld OPLS3e, and it evaluates the comparative stability
of binding pose.76 A total of 10 no. of trial run for each pose
using CV the ligand RMSD relative to the starting position of
ligand heavy atoms. The height and width of the hill were set at
0.05 kcal mol�1 (about 1/10 of system characteristic thermal
energy, kBT) and 0.02 Å, respectively. The system was solvated in
a 10 Å box followed by several minimizations that allow the
system to slowly reach a temperature of 300 K and release all
bad contacts and/or strain in the initial starting structure.

Binding energy calculation. Binding free energy of the
protein–ligand docked complex (DGbind) was calculated by MM-
GBSA and MM-PBSA protocol, respectively through Prime
(Prime, Maestro 11.2.014, Schrödinger LLC) and Amber 2016.
MM-GBSA calculations were performed for each protein–ligand
complex and control, by using a force eld, OPLS3e and salva-
tion model, variable-dielectric generalized Born (VSGB)
model.77 We used this DGbind to rank the protein–ligand docked
complex and ligand showing the highest negative value selected
as best ligands for further biological study.

Furthermore, the per-residue energy decomposition of the
MD system was calculated through the MM-PBSA protocol,
implemented in Amber 2016, over the most stable pose extrac-
ted from the equilibrated trajectory of last 50 ns of MD simu-
lation.45,78 A total of 200 snapshots were extracted from the
equilibrated trajectory of each system and binding energy was
calculated through the MM-PBSA.py script implemented in
Amber.

DGbind is the total sum of difference in minimized energy
(DEMM), difference in solvation energy (DGsolv), and difference
in surface area energy.

DGbind ¼ DEMM + DGsolv + DGSA

DEMM ¼ Emin(complex) � (Emin(protein) + Emin(ligand))

DGsolv ¼ Gsolv(complex) � (Gsolv(protein) + Gsolv(ligand))

DGSA ¼ GSA(complex) � (GSA(protein) + GSA(ligand))

Molecular dynamics simulation. MD simulation study for
apo and holo of all complexes was carried out using Desmond.79

The System Builder panel with an inbuilt OPLS3 force eld was
used to build molecular systems. Further solvation was done
with TIP3P water molecules using an orthorhombic box with
a distance of 10 Å from all sides of the protein complex.
© 2022 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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Orthorhombic box volume was minimized by reorientation of
the complex/model system. An appropriate no. of counter Na+/
Cl� ions were added to electrically neutralize the system. The
steepest descent algorithm with 2000 iterations and a conver-
gence threshold of 1 kcal mol�1 Å�1 was used to minimize all
prepared systems, and then further equilibration was per-
formed by using the default algorithm which includes two
stages of minimization and 4 stages of MD. Finally, 100 ns of
molecular dynamics simulation was performed using the NPT
ensemble with a temperature and pressure coupling of 300 K
and 1 atm respectively. Coordinates and energy were recorded
every 10 ps to yield 10 000 frames.80
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